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SUMMARY

A continuum-based variational principle is presented for the formulation of the discrete governing equations
of partitioned structural systems. This application includes coupled substructures as well as subdomains ob-
tained by mesh decomposition. The present variational principle is derived by a series of modi�cations of
a hybrid functional originally proposed by Atluri for �nite element development. The interface is treated by
a displacement frame and a localized version of the method of Lagrange multipliers. Interior displacements
are decomposed into rigid-body and deformational components to handle oating subdomains. Both static
and dynamic versions are considered. An important application of the present principle is the treatment of
nonmatching meshes that arise from various sources such as separate discretization of substructures, indepen-
dent mesh re�nement, and global–local analysis. The present principle is compared with that of a globalized
version of the multiplier method. Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The decomposition of discrete models of mechanical systems has received increased attention in
recent years. Research into that topic has been driven by the analysis of coupled systems, the
solution of inverse problems and the use of massively parallel computers. This paper studies a
speci�c class of decompositions: the partitioned analysis of mechanical systems.
The term partitioning identi�es the process of spatial separation of a discrete mechanical model

into interacting components generically called partitions. The decomposition may be driven by
physical, functional, or computational considerations. For example, the structure of a complete
airplane can be decomposed into substructures such as wings and fuselage according to func-
tion. Substructures can be further decomposed into submeshes or subdomains to accommodate
parallel computing requirements. Going the other way, if that exible airplane is part of a ight
simulation, a top-level partition driven by physics consists of uid and structure (and perhaps
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Figure 1. (a) A domain 
 with boundary @
= @
� ∪ @
u; (b); partition into three subdomains: 
1; 
2 and 
3 by
cutting it through interface @
b. Two FEM discretizations of (b); (c) matching submeshes; (d) non-matching submeshes.

Superposed hats distinguish discrete versions

control and propulsion) models. This kind of multilevel partition hierarchy, viz. coupled system,
structure, substructure and subdomain, is typical of present practice in modelling and computational
technology.
Partitioned analysis stipulates that the discretization of individual components through standard

methods (such as �nite elements, �nite di�erences or boundary elements) is well on hand. The
problem is thereby reduced to modelling the interaction of those components. For simple de-
compositions, as in a mechanical mesh collocated to another, this can be handled by well-known
primal or dual techniques, such as degree of freedom matching or standard Lagrange multipliers.
Complications may be introduced into the picture, however, by several factors. Physically het-

erogeneous models may be the product of di�erent discretization techniques, as exempli�ed by
a pressure-based uid BEM mesh coupled to a displacement-based FEM structural mesh. Nodes
on both sides of an interface may be non-matching, sliding or moving; the latter being typical of
contact and impact problems. Finally, multilevel decompositions bring combinatorial complexity.
A source of non-matching meshes is illustrated in Figure 1. The domain 
 of Figure 1(a) is

divided into three subdomains by an interface @
b as depicted in Figure 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows a
FEM discretization with matching meshes. This typically results by discretizing the whole domain
�rst, followed by mesh decomposition. If subdomain meshes are subsequently re�ned without
consideration of interconnections, non-matching meshes may result as pictured in Figure 1(d).
Note that if the interface segments are curved as in this example, the discrete interfaces do not
generally overlap in space and their normals may be misaligned.
To handle such a wide variety of scenarios it is useful to develop a general continuum variational

framework, from which speci�c partitioned formulations and solution algorithms can be developed
and tested. The situation is analogous to the transition that took place in the development of the
�nite element method from matrix structural analysis to continuum-based variational principles,
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which are by now well established. These ‘coupling principles’ should be powerful enough to
model physically heterogeneous interfaces, handle non-matched discrete nodal distributions, and
guide the rational choice of admissible discretization function spaces along the partition boundaries.
The present paper addresses the construction of such principles for structural mechanics models.

The main novel features are: (i) the use of separately varied partition-frame displacements and
Lagrange multipliers to link arbitrarily connected meshes of mechanical �nite elements, and (ii)
the explicit separation of rigid-body and deformational motions so that the solvability conditions
for oating partitions are automatically provided as part of the formulation.

2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS

There exist a rich body of literature on the variational principles in structural mechanics. Survey
articles and book chapters oriented to such applications may be found in [1–11].
Most of these principles were developed with �nite element models in mind. In particular,

developments of hybrid and mixed principles since the mid-1960s, pioneered by Pian [12] and
Herrmann [13], were largely driven by the goal of relaxing displacement continuity requirements
so as to formulate better performing elements. Those principles introduce additional independent
variables which, as pointed out by Fraeijs de Veubeke in several important articles [2; 14; 15]
may be viewed as an application of the method of Lagrange multiplier �elds. Those �elds are
adjoined through standard techniques such as Friedrichs’ dislocation potentials [16] or Legendre
transforms [17]. In hybrid principles the multipliers may be physically interpreted as internal
�elds such as stresses, pressures, tractions or strains. Upon discretization the associated variables
are eliminated at the element level to produce elements with the standard external displacement
degrees of freedom.
It is recalled that Lagrange’s original motivation for what he called the ‘method of indeterminate

coe�cients’ was to derive the equilibrium equations of a system of constrained rigid bodies, or
‘particles’ in Newtonian mechanics parlance. To this end, Lagrange treated the problem ‘as if
all bodies are entirely free’ and formulated the virtual work by summing up the contributions
of ‘entirely free’ individual bodies. He then identi�ed the ‘equations of condition’ (in modern
terminology, the constraint equations) among the kinematic di�erential variables. Once identi�ed,
each constraint equation was multiplied by an indeterminate coe�cient and added to the virtual
work of the free bodies to yield the total virtual work of the system. He states: ‘the sum of all the
terms which are multiplied by the same di�erential (same variation in modern usage) are equated
to zero, which will give as many particular solutions as there are di�erentials. : : : These equations,
being then rid of the indeterminate coe�cients by elimination, will provide all of the conditions
necessary for equilibrium’. See [18–20]. Hence the notion of eventual elimination of multipliers
has strong historical roots.
The partitioning scheme considered here retains Lagrange multipliers on interfaces rather than

eliminating them. It represents a continuum generalization of the Localized Lagrange Multiplier
(LLM) method, presented by Park and Felippa [21] for discrete mechanical systems whose inter-
face freedoms match. For matching meshes one advantage of the LLM method over the classical
multiplier method is the treatment of the so-called cross points, namely nodes whose freedoms are
shared by more than two submeshes. The LLM method yields a unique set of constraint conditions.
That appealing simplicity breaks down for non-matching meshes. To handle those complications it
is convenient to move to a continuum level framework, and treat multipliers as interface �elds to
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be appropriately interpolated. Those interpolation functions cannot be arbitrarily chosen, but must
satisfy Fraeijs de Veubeke’s limitation principle [2]. The LLM for matched meshes is recovered
as a particular case, in which the interface multipliers are interpolated by node-collocated delta
functions.
When multipliers are retained as interface connectors the ‘oating partition’ problem arises.

In the standard displacement formulation of �nite elements the rigid-body modes (RBM) are
implicitly embodied in the strain–displacement equations. Upon assembly and application of support
conditions the discrete sti�ness equations are rid of RBMs (except in special problems, such as
free-free dynamics). In multiplier-connected systems the RBMs of each partition must be explicitly
identi�ed and be in self-equilibrium under rigid-body motions. This self-equilibrium condition
was apparently �rst stated by Fraeijs de Veubeke [22] as providing the fundamental solvability
conditions for disconnected elements. It has played a pivotal role in the development of the Finite
Element Tearing and Interconnecting (FETI) method developed by Farhat, Roux and coworkers
[23–26] for parallel computation of structural mechanics problems. These precursors to the present
formulation are discussed in Section 6.

3. CONTINUUM VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

In a 1975 article, Atluri [6] presented two hybrid functionals, labeled HWM1 and HWM2 (for
‘Hu–Washizu Modi�ed’), which collectively extend the Hu–Washizu (HW) principle to accommo-
date internal interfaces. The �ve-�eld functional HMW1 extends HW with the interface disconti-
nuity term proposed by Prager [27], which links interface displacements through a single Lagrange
multiplier �eld. The six-�eld functional HWM2 includes independently varied boundary displace-
ments weakly linked to interior displacements by subdomain-localized Lagrange multipliers �elds.
This approach is relevant to the present development.

3.1. The HMW2 functional

Key ingredients of HWM2 are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The elastic body of Figure 1(a)
occupies domain 
, referred to a Cartesian system xi. The boundary @
 has exterior normal ni. The
domain is partitioned into three subdomains 
1; 
2 and 
3 as depicted in Figure 2(a). An internal
boundary @
b called a partition frame, is placed as shown in Figure 2(b). The displacements of
@
b are to be varied independently from those of the subdomains. The partition frame is ‘glued’ to
the adjacent subdomains by Lagrange multiplier �elds �l. These multipliers are said to be localized
because they are associated with subdomains.
The interior �elds of subdomain 
m, considered as an isolated entity, are: displacements umi ,

strain �mij , stress �
m
ij and prescribed body force �fmi . Its boundary @


m can be generally decomposed
into @
mu ; @


m
� and @


m
b . @


m
u and @


m
� are portions of @


m where displacements �ui and tractions
�ti, respectively, are prescribed. @
mb is the interface with other subdomains, over which the
Lagrange multiplier �eld �mli has the role of surface traction. Subdomain linking is done through the
displacement ubi of the partition frame @
b. The strain energy density and symmetric displacement
gradients are denoted by

U(�ij)= 1
2Eijkl �ij �kl; u(i; j) = 1

2 (ui; j + uj; i) (1)
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Figure 2. Interface treatment used in constructing several functionals. (a) The domain of Figure 1(a) divided into three
subdomain partitions; (b) Functional �HWM2: linkup by localized Lagrange multipliers and partition-frame displacements;
(c) Functional �PEM2: the multiplier �elds are extended to include prescribed-displacement portions @
u; (d) Functional

�UFF: the multiplier �elds are extended to cover all boundaries, whether internal or external

respectively, in which Eijkl are the elastic moduli, commas denote partial derivatives, and the
summation convention is in e�ect. With these ingredients in place, the HWM2 functional for
linear elastostatics can be presented as a sum of subdomain contributions:

�HWM2(ui; �ij; �ij; ti; �li ; ubi)=�HW − �u=
∑
m
�mHW − ∑

m
�mu (2)

in which

�mHW =
∫
@
m
[U(�mij) + �

m
ij (u

m
(i; j) − �mij)− umi �fmi ] d
−

∫
@
m�

umi �t
m
i dS −

∫
@
mu

tmi (u
m
i − �umi ) dS

�mu =
∫
@
mb

�mli (u
m
i − ubi) dS

(3)

The sum over m extends from 1 to the number of subdomains Ns. For the boundary integrals dS
is used to denote the boundary di�erential instead of the clumsier d@
. Note that �mHW, called
the interior functional for obvious reasons, is fully subdomain localized since all entities have
superscript m. The only interpartition connection is through ubi in �mu , which is called an interface
potential or dislocation potential in continuum mechanics. The sum of the �mu results in the
integral being carried out twice on each interface, once on each side of @
b, as is typical of
hybrid functionals. If the compatibility condition umi = ubi is enforced a priori, �u drops out and
the ordinary Hu–Washizu functional �HW results. (The HW functional is expressable in two forms,
which can be transformed from one to another through integration by parts.)
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Atluri [6] shows that the stationarity condition ��HWM2 =0 yields: (i) the elasticity �eld equa-
tions �ij = u(i; j); �ij =Eijkl�kl and �ij; j + �fi=0 in 
 as Euler equations; (ii) the displacement
boundary condition ui = �ui on @
u and the traction boundary condition �ti= �ijnj on @
� as nat-
ural boundary conditions; (iii) the interface compatibility ui= ubi and traction equilibrium �li= ti
on @
b as interface continuity conditions.
The original objective for (3), as well as specializations thereof, was construction of �nite

elements. If the interface @
b surrounds each element, each subdomain collapses to an individual
element. All interior �elds: umi ; �

m
ij and �

m
ij , as well as the multiplier �eld �

m
li , are eliminated at

the element level, leaving only the boundary frame displacement ubi as primary unknown. This is
the standard technique for constructing hybrid models. The resulting elements can be processed
by FEM programs as if they were ordinary displacement models. For use of (3) in partitioned
analysis, however, it will be found convenient to retain all boundary frame �elds in the discrete
equations.

3.2. Simpli�cations

We are primarily interested in the treatment of interface conditions rather than constructing new
elements. Hence we begin by simplifying �HWM2 in two respects:

1. The relations �ij = u(i; j) and �ij =Eijklu(k;l) in 
 are imposed a priori. This eliminates �ij and
�ij as independently varied �elds, and reduces the interior functional to the Potential Energy
(PE) functional.

2. Prescribed displacement portions @
u of @
 are treated in the same way as @
b. The traction
�eld ti on those portions is identi�ed with the multiplier �eld �li, as illustrated in Figure 2(c).
This modi�cation allows processing all subdomains as free–free (i.e., possessing a full set of
rigid-body modes), which simpli�es the computer implementation.

These changes reduce (2) to a modi�ed form of the potential energy functional

�PEM2(ui; �li ; ubi)=�PE − �u=
∑
m
�mPE −

∑
m
�mu (4)

in which

�mPE =
∫

m
[U(umi )− umi �fmi ] d
−

∫
@
m�

uim �t mi dS

�mu =
∫
@
mb∪@
mu

�mli (u
m
i − ubi) dS

(5)

To rede�ne �u, the frame displacements ubi are formally extended so that ubi = �ui on @
u. The
functional labeled �HD2 by Atluri [6] is essentially �PEM2, except for keeping the original integral
over @
u in the interior functional. That hybrid functional was originally proposed by Tong [28].
A related functional is the one that governs the unscaled free formulation [29; 30] of �nite

elements:

�UFF(ui; ti; ubi)=
∑
m

[∫

m
[U(umi )− umi �fmi ] d
−

∫
@
m�

umbi �t
m
i dS −

∫
@
m
ti m(umi − ubi) dS

]
(6)
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The interface integral of �UFF extends over the complete boundary of each subdomain: @
m : @
m�
∪ @
mu ∪ @
mb , as illustrated in Figure 2(d). This form can be obtained from (4) by extending ubi
and �li to @
�, adding and subtracting

∫
@
�
�li(ui−ubi) dS and renaming �li→ ti. Note that the @
m�

term in (6) involves ubi and not u
m
i . This treatment of traction boundary conditions is more con-

venient for individual element formulations because in that case the internal displacements umi are
eliminated at the element level. The Scaled FF functional contains a free parameter in the interior
component that interpolates between the potential energy and Hellinger–Reissner forms [30].

3.3. Displacement decomposition

For several applications of partitioned analysis, notably inverse problems and parallel solution,
it is convenient to explicitly separate the rigid-body modes in the governing equation of oating
subdomains. Following de Veubeke [22] this is done by decomposing total displacements into
deformational and rigid-body components:

ui(xk)=di(xk) + ri(xk) (7)

Since u(i; j) =d(i; j) the strain energy density U becomes function of the deformational displacements
di only: U(di)= 1

2Eijkl d(i; j) d(k; l). Inserting (7) into (4) we obtain the four-�eld functional

�̃PEM2(di; ri; �li ; ubi)= �̃PE − �̃u=
∑
m
�̃mPE −

∑
m
�̃mu (8)

in which

�̃mPE =
∫

m
[U(dmi )− (dmi + rmi ) �fmi ] d
−

∫
@
m�

(dmi + r
m
i )�t

m
i dS

�̃mu =
∫
@
mb

�mli (d
m
i + r

m
i − ubi) dS

(9)

3.4. Deformation-RBM orthogonality condition

Given a subdomain displacement �eld umi , decomposition (7) is unique if the following orthog-
onality condition is imposed:∫


m
dmi r

m
i d
=

∫

m
(umi − rmi ) rmi d
=0 (10)

This can be shown as follows. Over each subdomain the rigid-body displacements can be expressed
as

rmi =R
m
ij �

m
j (11)

where �mj are subdomain rigid-body mode (RBM) amplitudes and R
m
ij are entries of a dimensionless

full-rank matrix Rm whose columns span the RBMs. The entries of Rm are at most linear in the
co-ordinates xi. Rm is formed by selecting a linearly independent RBM basis for its columns,
followed by orthonormalization:

∫

m R

m
jiR

m
ik =V

m �jk , in which �jk is the Kronecker delta and
Vm=

∫

m d
 is the subdomain volume (area, length). Substitution into the second of (10) yields(∫


m
umi R

m
ij d
− �mk

∫

m
Rmki R

m
ij d


)
�mj =(P

m
j − Vm�mj ) �mj =0 (12)
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where Pmj =
∫

m u

m
i R

m
ij d
. The non-trivial solution of (12) is obtained by taking �

m
j =P

m
j =V

m.
We observe that the RBM amplitude �mj is merely the projection of the displacement u

m
i on the

jth rigid-body mode Rmij . If R
m is not orthonormalized the inverse of a weighting matrix appears

in (12).

3.5. Stationarity conditions: static case

Varying �PEM2 in the static case yields the weak (Galerkin) form

��PEM2 =
∑
m
{Gmdi �dmi + Gm�i ��mi + Gm�li ��mli + Gmubi �ubi} (13)

in which account is taken of (11) to express �rmj =R
m
ji��

m
i . The subdomain variational coe�cients

are

Gmdi=
∫

m
pmi d
−

∫

m
�fmi d
−

∫
@
m�

�t mi dS−
∫
@
mb

�mli dS

Gm�i= −
∫

m

�fmj R
m
ij d
−

∫
@
m�

�t mj R
m
ij dS−

∫
@
mb

�mljR
m
ij dS

Gm�li= −
∫
@
mb

[dmi + r
m
i − ubi] dS

Gmubi= −
∫
@
mb

�mli dS

(14)

In the �rst of (14), pmi is the internal force density that results from the variation of the internal
energy density: �Um=pmi �d

m
i . Setting variation (13) to zero provides weak forms of deformational

equilibrium, rigid-body equilibrium, interface compatibility (including prescribed displacements)
and interface equilibrium (Newton’s third law at subdomain boundaries) conditions, respectively.
The �rst two are localized at the subdomain level. The only connection between subdomains is
done through the last two conditions, which bring in the partition frame displacements ubi.

3.6. Stationarity conditions: dynamic case

Functional (10) can be formally extended to dynamic problems through the substitution of �fi
by the D’Alembert’s force

fi= �fi − �( �di + �ri) (15)

With this replacement ��̃PEM2 = 0 is a restricted variational principle in which time is to be held
frozen on variation. We note that, if desired, it can be transformed to a Hamiltonian principle
through integration by parts of the kinetic energy terms.
Substitution (15) produces kinetic energy density terms in the four combinations �ri �ri, �di �ri,

� �diri and �ri �ri. If � is constant, enforcing the orthogonality condition (10) makes the cross-coupling
terms di �ri and �diri vanish on integration over 
m. If � is not constant over the subdomain, however,
(10) must be modi�ed with the mass density as weight function∫


m
�m dmi r

m
i d
=

∫

m
�m (umi − rmi ) rmi d
=0 (16)
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Figure 3. Direct subdomain connection using global Lagrange multipliers

This results in simple modi�cations to the integrals of (12). Assuming this ‘mass orthogonality’ is
enforced, the restricted variation (with frozen time) leads again to the weak form (13), in which
the �rst two coe�cients are augmented with acceleration terms:

Gmdi=
∫

m
pmi d
−

∫

m
( �fmi − �m �dmi ) d
−

∫
@
m�

�t mi dS −
∫
@
mb

�mli dS

Gm�i= −
∫

m
( �fmj R

m
ij − �mRmij ��mj ) d
−

∫
@
m�

�t mj R
m
ij dS −

∫
@
mb

�mli R
m
ij dS

(17)

3.7. Connection through global Lagrange multipliers

As noted in the historical remarks of Section 2, in the classical method of Lagrange multipliers
developed originally for particle and celestial mechanics, constrained bodies are directly connected
by interaction forces. The equivalent technique for partitioned analysis is illustrated in Figure 3.
The partition frame @
b that e�ectively localizes the Lagrange multipliers is omitted. Compatibility
of boundary displacements of two connected subdomains, m and n, is enforced by traction �elds
tm; ni and tn;mi , which satisfy Newton’s third law tm; ni + tn;mi =0. To avoid carrying over two sets of
tractions, a from-to sign convention must be established. For each pair {m; n} of linked subdomains,
we choose the traction ow as positive from m to n if m ¡ n. The global multiplier �eld �m;nbi is
de�ned as �m;nbi = t

m; n
i = − tn;mi for m ¡ n. This rule can be subsumed into one equation using an

alternator symbol

�m;nbi = c
m; n tm; ni ; in which cm; n=




0 if m= n or {m; n} are not connected
+1 if m ¡ n
−1 if m ¿ n

(18)

The notation is extended to include the prescribed displacement portions by conventionally iden-
tifying the ground as subdomain zero (see Figure 3). Hence m ranges from 0 to the number of
subdomains Ns. The variational form of this technique is based on the hybrid functional

�PEM1(ui; �bi)=�PE − �� (19)
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where �PE is the same as in �PEM2, and

��=
∫
@
b

�bi ui dS =
Ns∑
m=0

Ns∑
n=1

∫
@
m; nb

cm; n tm; ni umi dS (20)

This interface potential was �rst proposed by Prager [27] to treat internal physical discontinuities.
If coupled with �HW, a functional similar to �HWM1 of Atluri [6] results but for the di�erent
treatment of @
u. Inserting the decomposition ui=di + ri into �PEM1 yields

�̃PEM1(ri; di; �bi)= �̃PE + �̃� (21)

where

�̃�=
∫
@
b

�bi (di + ri) dS =
Ns∑
m=0

Ns∑
n=1

∫
@
m; nb

cm; n tm; ni (dmi + r
m
i ) dS (22)

The variation of �̃PEM1 in the static case yields the weak form

��̃PEM1 =
∑
m
{Gmdi �di + Gm�i ��mi }+

∑
m

∑
n
Gm;n�i ��bi (23)

where

Gmdi =
∫

m
pmi d
−

∫

m

�fmi d
−
∫
@
m�

�t mi dS −
∫
@
mb

�bi dS

Gm�i = −
∫

m
�fmj R

m
ij d
−

∫
@
m�

�t mj R
m
ij dS −

∫
@
mb

�bj Rmij dS

Gm;n�i = −
∫
@
m; nb

cm; n(dmi + r
m
i ) dS (24)

Generalization to the dynamic case can be carried out as in the case of �̃PEM2.

4. TREATMENT OF NON-MATCHING MESHES

As noted in the Introduction, non-matching meshes can arise from a variety of sources: separately
constructed discretizations, localized re�nement, global–local analysis and coupled-�eld problems.
Functionals (4) and (8) provide adequate tools to treat non-matching meshes of mechanical �nite
elements. This section discusses aspects of the discretization procedure associated with the use
of Lagrange multipliers. It should be noted that primal techniques that do not use multipliers,
such as the ‘mortar method’ of Bernardi et al. [31], have been recently developed to couple
non-matching meshes. Such techniques are appropriate when master and slaves interfaces can be
readily identi�ed; for example a �ne mesh linked to a coarse one as is common in global–local
analysis.
For de�niteness the discussion refers to the case illustrated in Figure 4. Upon discretization the

nodes on the partition frame @
b neither match those on subdomain 
1 nor subdomain 
2. The
two interface methods depicted there correspond to the functionals �PEM2 and �PEM1, respectively.
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Figure 4. Two connection schemes for non-matched mesh interfaces: (a) connection by global displacements and
node-force-collocated local multipliers; (b) connection by global multipliers

Throughout this Section the displacement �eld is kept as ui, without decomposing into ri and di,
to clarify the exposition. The more general case is dealt with in Section 5.
The continuum interface potential for the localized functional (5) is given by

�u (u1i ; u
2
i ; �

1
li ; �

2
li ; ubi)=

∫
@
1

�1li u
1
i dS +

∫
@
2

�2li u
2
i dS −

∫
@
1b

�1li ubi dS −
∫
@
2b

�2li ubi dS (25)

In the above expressions, @
1b denotes the projection of the attributes on @

1 onto @
b, and

similarly for @
2b.
The continuum interface potential for the global functional (18) is given by

��(u1i ; u
2
i ; �bi)=

∫
@
1b

�bi u1i dS −
∫
@
2b

�bi u2i dS (26)

4.1. Discretization by localized multipliers

The FEM interpolations assumed for the case of Figure 4(a) are

{u1}=N1uu1; {u2}=N2uu2; {�1}=N1��1; {�2}=N2��2; {ub}=Nbu ub (27)

where N1u, for example, collects the shape functions of the interface displacement {u1}. If the
example of Figure 4 corresponds to plane stress, N1u would be a 2 × 16 matrix, since there are
then two displacement components (i=1; 2) and eight nodes on the 
1 interface; matrices N2u,
N1�, N

2
� and N

b
u would be dimensioned 2× 14, 2× 16, 2× 14 and 2× 16, respectively.

Substituting these interpolations into (25) the discrete version results:

�̂u(u1; u2; �
1; �2; ub)= (�

1)T (C1 u1 − C1b ub) + (�2)T (C2 u2 − C2b ub) (28)

in which the C are connection matrices (also called constraint matrices):

Ck =
∫
@
k
(Nk�)

TNku dS; Ckb =
∫
@
kb

(Nk�)
TNbu dS; k =1; 2 (29)

The simplest choice for multiplier interpolation is node-force collocation, in which the multipliers
are simply point (concentrated) forces at multiplier nodes that coincide with the local displacement
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nodes. This choice is that depicted in Figure 4(a) by merging cross and circle symbols. Matrices
N1� and N

2
� consist of delta functions collocated at the subdomain mesh nodes. If so, C1 and C2

reduce to identity matrices whereas the entries of C1b and C2b are obtained simply by evaluating
Nbu at interface nodes. Furthermore, the interface force vector associated with the multiplier nodal
values is simply

fb =



@�̂u
@u1

@�̂u
@u2


 =

[
�1

�2

]
(30)

Consequently, full domain discretization accuracy is preserved. Another advantage of the node-
force-collocated multiplier discretization is the fact that N1u and N

2
u do not appear in the connection

matrices. Hence the implementor of a partitioned analysis program need not know the types of
�nite element that are being linked. This feature helps software modularity.
If collocation is adopted, there still remains the problem of interpolating the frame displacements.

As a general guideline, if the number of interface nodes on subdomains 
1 and 
2 is n1 and n2,
respectively, the number of global displacement nodes, marked by a dark circle in Figure 4(a),
should be at least max(n1; n2). This rule does not tell, however, how those nodes should be placed.
This is the subject of current research.
If the meshes match, that is, when all nodes are collocated and the multipliers are node forces,

the connection matrices reduce to Boolean matrices with 0 or 1 entries.

4.2. Discretization by globalized multipliers

For the globalized multiplier case the FEM interpolation is

{u1}=N1u u1; {u2}=N2u u2; {�b}=Nb� ui (31)

where N1;2� is constructed from the multiplier nodes marked by a cross in Figure 4(b). The rules
for selecting such nodes are more delicate than in the previous case. The discretized interface
functional is

�̂�(u1; u2; �b)= (�b)T (C�1 u1 − C�2 u2) (32)

in which

C�1 =
∫
@
b

(Nb�)
TN1u dS; C�2 =

∫
@
b

(Nb�)
TN2u dS (33)

Again, should �b be de�ned by point forces at multiplier nodes the connection matrices can be
simply constructed by evaluating N1u and N

2
u at the multiplier nodes. The displacement interpolation,

however, would depend on the type of element adjacent to the interface. This hinders software
modularity.
The interface force vector associated with the multiplier nodal values is

fb =



@�̂�
@u1

@�̂�
@u2


 =

[
C�1[1
−C�2[2

]
(34)
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Figure 5. Localized-multiplier FEM discretization of example domain of Figure 1(c). Matched submeshes shown for
simplicity. Three node types are identi�ed by indicated symbols. Prescribed displacement portions of the boundary are
treated as internal interfaces. Global nodes conventionally belong to subdomain zero. Hence node numbers 1; 2; : : : could

have also been identi�ed 0·1; 0·2; : : : ; should that simplify the implementation

On studying expressions (30) and (34) for the interface forces, we �nd that in the former there
emerges a least-squares projection operator that plays the role of �ltering out the boundary frame
modes. This property enforces Newton’s action–reaction law in a least-square sense. On the other
hand, there is no a priori guarantee that the law would be satis�ed by (34). Preliminary numerical
experiments corroborate these remarks.
If the meshes match and node-force collocation is used for �b, the connection matrices become

incident matrices, with entries ±1 or 0. Note that these are no longer Boolean matrices.

5. FEM DISCRETIZATION

We now pass to consider the displacement-based FEM discretization of the �PEM2 functional. A
typical con�guration of the resulting discretization is illustrated in Figure 5. Although a matched
mesh is shown for visualization convenience, the development that follows is valid for non-
matching meshes. Three types of node points illustrated in Figure 5 should be distinguished:

1. Global interface nodes, or ub nodes, which de�ne the interpolation on @
b and @
u. These
are numbered 1–14 in Figure 5. Conventionally these belong to subdomain zero.

2. Local interface nodes or (u; �) nodes, which for matched meshes are paired with the global
nodes on @
b and @
u. For example, local nodes 2·5 and 3·10 are paired to global node 4.

3. Local nodes, or u nodes, are all nodes that do not �t the previous two types. These are
located either on the inside of the subdomain meshes, or on S�; e.g. nodes 1·11 and 3·2 in
Figure 5.
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For a problem with nf displacement freedoms per node, these node types carry 2nf , 2nf and nf
freedoms, respectively.
For non-matching meshes it may be necessary to consider four node types if multiplier and

displacement freedoms on partition boundaries do not coincide. The fourth type includes the so-
called ‘multiplier nodes’ or � nodes, which are identi�ed by a cross symbol.

5.1. Localized multiplier system equations

The component-by-component interpolations of subdomain quantities are

dmi =N
m
di d

m; rmi =R
m
i �

m; �mli =N
m
�i [

m
l ; �t mi =N

m
ti
�tm; �fmi =N

m
�
�fm (35)

whereas displacement components of the partition frame are interpolated globally

ubi=Nbi ub (36)

Grouping these components gives the complete �eld interpolations

{dm} = Nmd d
m; {rm} = Rm�m {�ml } = Nm� [

m
l

{�t m} = Ntm �tm; { �fm} = Nmf f
m; {ub} = Nb ub

(37)

Here array Nmd collects the shape functions for the deformational displacement in subdomain m,
and similarly for the others. Node values are stacked in subdomain arrays dm, [m; �tm and �f m,
and in the global array ub. For example, if Figure 5 represents a plane stress mesh, dm and
[m have dimension 38 and 16, respectively, for m=2, whereas ub has dimension 28. Prescribed
displacements, if any, are included in the interpolation of {ub}.
The interpolation for the subdomain rigid-body displacements, {rm}=Rm�m, is special in that

�m are nodeless variables associated with a subdomain rather than a node. For example, if
Figure 5 is a plane stress mesh, each subdomain has three RBMs, �m has dimension 3 and Rm is
2 × 3 for each m=1; 2; 3. We shall assume that the deformational-RBM orthogonality condition
(16) is also enforced over each discretized subdomain.
The strain interpolation can be expressed as {�m}=Sm dm, where the strain–displacement matrix

Sm is constructed from the symmetric gradient of Nmd . The stress interpolation is {�m}=Em{�m},
where Em collects the constitutive moduli in matrix form.
Substituting these interpolations into �PEM2 produces the discrete functional:

�̂PEM2(d; �; �l; ub; )=
∑
m

[
�̂
m
PEM2a(d

m; �m; �ml )− �̂
m
PEM2b(�

m
l ; ub)

]
(38)

The splitting (38) does not correspond to �mPE + �
m
u , but simpli�es the physical visualization of

the discrete equations. Here

�̂
m
PEM2a =



dm

�m

�ml



T


1
2



Kmdd 0 Bmd �
0 0 Rm��
Bm�d Rm�� 0




dm�m
�ml


+ 1

2



Mm
dd 0 0

0 Mm
�� 0

0 0 0





�d
m

��m

��
m
l


−



fmd
fm�
0






(39)
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represents the contribution of the mth subdomain plus the action of localized multipliers on its
internal �elds, whereas

�̂
m
PEM2b =

[
�ml
umb

]T [
0 Cm�u
Cmu� 0

][
�m

umb

]
=
[
�ml
ub

]T [ 0 Cm�uB
m
b

(Bmb )
TCmu� 0

][
�m

ub

]
(40)

represents the contribution of the partition frame displacements. In (40), umb =B
m
b ub is the portion

of ub that contributes to subdomain m and Bmb is the Boolean matrix that restricts ub to u
m
b .

The matrices and vectors appearing in (39)–(40) have the following expressions:

Kmdd =
∫

m
(Sm)T EmSm d
; Bmd�=

∫
@
mb

(Nmd )
TNm� d
= (B

m
�d)

T

Mm
dd =

∫

m
�m (Nmd )

TNmd d
; Rm��=
∫
@
mb

(Rm)TNm� dS =(R
m
��)

T

Mm
�� =

∫

m
�m (Rm)T Rm d
; Cmu�=

∫
@
mb

NTu N
m
� d
= (C

m
�u)

T (41)

fmd =
∫

m
(Nmd )

TNmf d
 �f
m
+
∫
@
m�

(Nmd )
TNmt dS �t

m

fm� =
∫

m
(Rm)TNmf d
 �f

m
+
∫
@
m�

(Rm)TNmt dS �t
m

Setting � �̂
m
PEM2 = 0 yields the discrete governing equations for each subdomain

Kmdd 0 Bmd� 0

0 0 Rm�� 0

Bm�d Rm�� 0 −Cm�u
0 0 −Cmu� 0






dm

�m

�ml
umb


+



Mm
dd 0 0 0

0 Mm
�� 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0






�d
m

��m

��
m
l

�umb


 =



fmd
fm�
0

0


 (42)

The complete node value vectors d; �; �l are obtained by stacking up the contributions of the Ns
subdomains

d=



d1

...

dNs


 ; �=



�1

...
�Ns


 ; �l =



�1

...

�Ns


 (43)

To establish the complete system equations in terms of the above relations, stack all subdomain
matrices in block diagonal form, and link umb =B

m
b ub:


Kdd 0 Bd� 0
0 0 R�� 0
B�d R�� 0 −C�u
0 0 −Cu� 0





d
�
�l
ub


+



Mdd 0 0 0
0 M�� 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





�d
��
��l
�ub


=



fd
f�
0
0


 (44)

where C�u=
∑

mC
m
�u B

m
b =C

T
u�. In the static case the term involving accelerations drops out.
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5.2. Forming sti�ness and mass from existing FEM libraries

The foregoing matrix equations involve Kmdd ; M
m
dd and M

m
��. These are the deformation-basis sti�-

ness, deformation-basis mass and rigid-body motion mass matrices, respectively, for an individual
subdomain. In practice these can be obtained from a standard �nite element library as follows:

1. Using the available library, form the sti�ness matrix Km and mass matrix Mm for the sub-
domain m by standard assembly techniques.

2. Extract a rigid-body mode basis �m
� and a deformational basis �

m
d from the null and range

space, respectively, of Km.
3. Orthonormalize so that �md and �

m
� are biorthogonal with respect to M

m. Take Rm=�m� .
4. Set Kmdd = (�

m
d )
TKm�md ; M

m
dd = (�

m
d )
TMm�md ; M

m
��=(R

m)TMmRm.

For the static case one simply takes Kmdd =K
m, making maximum use of existing FEM libraries.

It is necessary to extract the rigid-body basis Rm, although this is not required to satisfy the mass
orthogonality condition. In the dynamic case the procedure is more delicate; there is no explicit
need, however, to explicitly compute the deformation modes �md as shown by Park et al. [32].

5.3. Specializations

Equations (44) are valid for matching as well as non-matching meshes. For matched meshes
with node-force-collocated multipliers, Bd�, R�� and Cu� reduce to Bb;Rb =B

T
b R and Cb =BTbL,

respectively. Here BTb is a Boolean localization matrix that localizes the interface degrees of free-
dom, and L is the global assembly matrix such that Kg =LTKL is the global sti�ness matrix of
the non-partitioned structure. This is the equation used in the development of a simple dynamic
parallel algorithm [32].
For static problems the inertial terms are dropped and Kdd may be kept as K (the block diagonal

supermatrix of all Km), giving



K 0 Bb 0

0 0 RTb 0

BTb Rb 0 −Cb
0 0 −CTb 0






d

�

�l
ub


=



fd
f�
0

0


 (45)

The nodal deformation vector d can be obtained from the �rst matrix equation as d=F(fd−Bb�l),
where F = K+ is the free–free exibility, or Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of K. This matrix
can be e�ciently obtained, subdomain by subdomain, as described in [33]. Substituting this into
the third row gives BTbFBb �l − Rb � + Cb ub =BTb F fd. Combining the second and fourth rows
with that equation, one arrives at the following partitioned exibility equation:



Fb −Rb −Cb
−RTb 0 0

−CTb 0 0




 �l�
ub


=



hb
f�
0


 (46)
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Figure 6. Matching-mesh, global-multiplier FEM discretization of example domain of Figure 1(c). Three node types are
identi�ed by indicated symbols. Prescribed displacement portions of the boundary are treated as internal interfaces

where Fb =BTb FBb and hb =B
T
b F fd. The latter has dimensions of displacement. Equation (46)

links only the interface degrees of freedom.
The partitioned exibility equation (46) and its dynamic counterpart have been applied to parallel

computations by Park et al. [34; 35] to damage detection by Park et al. [36] to joint identi�cation
by Park and Felippa [37], and to distributed vibration control problems by Park and Kim [38].

5.4. Global multiplier FEM discretization

Figure 6 shows a matched-mesh, FEM discretization of the example domain using global multi-
pliers. The governing equations can be derived, for example, from the �PEM1 functional. The details
will not be worked out here, as they essentially lead to the equations summarized in Section 6.4.
It should be remarked that nodes with prescribed displacements can be treated in two ways. The

one shown in Figure 6 carries additional multiplier and displacement unknowns. It leads, however,
to a more modular implementation of the oating subdomain problem since all subdomains can
be treated as free–free, while support boundary conditions are applied by the interface solver. In
addition, the multipliers give directly the reactions, which are often of interest. Alternatively, the
displacement conditions could be applied directly on the subdomain nodes, and the multipliers on
@
u dispensed with.

6. RELATED PRIOR WORK

This section summarizes speci�c publications or lines of research that have directly or indirectly
inuenced the work presented here. The notational scheme used by other authors has been modi�ed
as necessary to agree with our nomenclature.
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6.1. The classical force method

Suppose the subdomains depicted in Figure 6 are an assembly of substructures connected by
force-collocated global Lagrange multipliers arrayed in �b. These are taken as the redundant forces
of the classical force method. The governing matrix equations for this method [1; 39] may be
compactly presented in the supermatrix form

 F −I 0
−I 0 B1
0 BT1 0




 pv
�b


=


 0
−B0 fb
0


 (47)

Once this equation is solved, the interface displacement ub can be recovered from

ub =BT0 v=Fb fb (48)

in which Fb =D00 −DT10D−1
11 D10 =K

−1
b ; D11 =B

T
1FB1 and D10 =B

T
1FB0.

In these equations fb; p and �b are vectors of applied, internal and redundant forces, respec-
tively; ub and v are the vectors of node displacements and internal deformations work-conjugate
to fb and p, respectively; B0 and B1 are matrices that decompose the internal forces into statically
determinate and indeterminate components, respectively; �nally, F denotes the block-diagonal de-
formational exibility matrix diag{Fm}, in which Fm is the deformational-exibility matrix of the
mth substructure. Both the deformation exibility F and the so-called indeterminate exibility D11
are required to be non-singular. If the structure is statically determinate, B1 and �b are void, and
internal forces p can be determined directly from statics.
The challenge for implementing this method is the e�ective selection of the indeterminate force

transmission matrix B1. Once this is done, B0 can be easily formed and all other quantities
thereby obtained. Hence, most papers on the classical force method have focused on the algorithmic
construction of B1 through clever choices of redundant force patterns. See, for instance, the surveys
by Kaveh [40] and Felippa [41; 42]. Because D11 is full or quite dense, however, this method
has not been competitive against the direct sti�ness method version of the displacement method,
particularly for the continuum FEM models that became popular in the 1960s. These points are
further elaborated by Felippa and Park [43].
Comparing the classical force method (47) and (48) with the partitioned exibility equations

(45) and (46), we �nd that nothing in the latter requires user decisions or elaborated analysis
of redundants. Once the meshes and partitions are set up, and rigid body mode bases obtained,
matrices B;Rb and Cb follow, and hence the construction of the patitioned exibility equation
(45) is automatic. The e�cient solution of (45) is discussed by Park et al. [34; 35] and that of
its dynamic counterpart by Park et al. [32].
In passing, we mention that Professor Gallagher had been pursuing the development of a ‘mod-

ernized’ force method for structural shape and topology optimization [44]. At this writing, the
potential of the present partitioned exibility equations (45) or its variants for use in such appli-
cations remains unexplored.

6.2. Fraeijs de Veubeke (1973)

A particularly relevant work is that presented by Fraeijs de Veubeke in a workshop lecture
on matrix structural analysis delivered at the University of Calgary in 1973 [22]. The material
examines in great detail intrinsic and connection properties of a discretized structure divided into
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Table I. Comparisons of De Veubeke, Althuri, Farhat=Roux, and present formulations

De Veubeke Atluri Farhat and Roux Present and
(1973) (1975) (1994) Park and Felippa [37]

Formulation Matrix methods Continuum Equilibrium Continuum
basis of structural variational with variational

analysis formulation constraints formulation
Lagrangian Global and Local and Global and Local and
multiplier generalized weighted generalized physical

forces average forces point forces
forces

Flexibility F (no detail) Not derived F=CT�K
+C� Fb =BTbK

+Bb
matrix
Floating partition
equilibrium RT(f + fb)= 0 Not considered RT(f + C��b)= 0 RTBb�l + f� = 0

Interface u+ − u−= 0 Bbu− Cbub = 0 CT�u= 0 BTbd+ Rb�
constraints −Cbub = 0
Newton’s implicit in
third law t+ + t−=0 Cu��l = 0 interface treatment CTb�l = 0

arbitrary elements, with no a priori preconceptions on element types. He spelled out the following
matrix relations (italics below denote Fraeijs de Veubeke’s terminology):

(a) Transition conditions between face + and face − of each interface:

Displacements : u+ − u− = 0
Tractions : t+ + t− = 0

(49)

(b) Statics at element level:

RT(f + fb)= 0 (50)

where (in our notation) R is a basis for the element rigid-body modes, and fb and f are force
vectors produced by boundary loads and body forces, respectively.

(c) Generalized boundary displacement vector:

ub =F(f + fb) + R� (51)

where F is the deformational exibility matrix and � are rigid-body amplitudes.

These key relations, also summarized in Table I, provide the necessary tools to extend exibility-
based methods beyond the classical force method, which by then had already hit a dead end [42].
Unfortunately, the lecture did not provide the all-important implementation details. Furthermore
the Notes were of limited dissemination, having only appeared in the 1980 Memorial Volume of
selected papers.
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6.3. Atluri (1975)

In the previously cited 1975 paper, Atluri [6] presented a systematic construction of hybrid
elasticity functionals for �nite element development work. The approach is to combine

Hybrid functional =Canonical internal functional + Interface potential (52)

From the canonical functionals of linear elasticity, Atluri selected the Hu–Washizu, Hellinger–
Reissner, potential energy (displacement) and complementary energy (equilibrium) forms. Two
interface potential forms, herein called �u and ��, were considered. Of the various combinations
studied by Atluri, those identi�ed as HWM2 and HD2 are particularly relevant to the formulation
of Section 3.

6.4. Farhat and Roux (1991, 1994)

The work of Farhat and Roux [23; 24] develops a practical implementation of exibility methods
driven by a speci�c objective: the e�cient solution of FEM structural equations on massively par-
allel computers. Their derivations are summarized in Table I. The starting point is the constrained
FEM sti�ness equilibrium equations for a structure divided into matched subdomains[

K C�
CT� 0

] [
u
�b

]
=

[
f
0

]
(53)

Here K is the partitioned block-diagonal partitioned sti�ness matrix, C� the constraint matrix that
enforces the interdomain continuity condition u+ = u−; u is the interior node displacement vector
f , the applied node force vector, and �b is the vector of node-force-collocated Lagrange multipliers.
Solving for u from the �rst row of (53) one gets

u=K+(f − C� �b) + R� (54)

Here K+ is a generalized inverse of K, R is a null-space basis of K whenever K is rank-de�cient
because of unsuppressed rigid body modes, and � collects those modal amplitudes. Substituting
(54) into the second row of (53) yields

CT� [K
+(f − C� �b) + R�] = 0 (55)

Grouping (55) with the self-equilibrium equation (50) applied at the subdomain level, in which
fb = − C��b, one arrives at[

CT� K
+ C� −CT� R

−RT C� 0

][
�b
�

]
=

[
CT� K

+ f

−RTf

]
(56)

which contains only interface variables. Equation (56) is solved iteratively by projected conjugate-
gradient methods. Upon convergence the interior subdomain states are recovered from (54). Farhat
and coworkers have developed projection operators that o�er parallel scalability for structural
problems, not only for three-dimensional solid elasticity problems but for plates and shells as
well [25; 26]. These parallel structural algorithms, collectively identi�ed as FETI (Finite Element
Tearing and Interconnecting), represent one of the major advances in computational structural
mechanics over the past decade.
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6.5. Interface potentials accounting for jump conditions

In a recent survey of parametrized variational principles, one of the authors presented [45] a
two-parameter, four-�eld form interface potential form that can be reduced to speci�c instances by
adjusting the parameters. The varied local �elds are the interface displacements ui and the boundary
tractions �ni= �ijnj coming from the FEM mesh. The varied interface �elds are the tractions ti
and the partition frame displacements ubi. The two faces are labeled − and +. A generalization
over the potentials considered previously is the allowance of displacement and traction jumps at
any point of the interface:

<ui== u+i − u−i ; <ti== �+ni + �−ni on @
b (57)

If the ‘transition conditions’ (49) are veri�ed both jumps vanish. Prescribed jumps are resolved
by setting

u+i = ubi +
1
2 <ui=; u−i = ubi − 1

2 <ui=; �+ni= ti +
1
2 <ti=; �−ni = − ti + 1

2 <ti= (58)

where ubi=(u+i + u
−
i )=2 and ti=(�

+
ni−�−ni )=2. The parametrized interface functional that treats all

of the above as weak constraints is

�(ui; �ni; ubi ; ti) =
∫
@
b

[(2(�1 − �2)ti + �2(�+ni − �−ni )) (u+i − u−i − <ui=) + �1<ti= (u+i + u−i )

+(1− 2�1)(�+ni(u+i − ubi − 1
2 <ui=) + �

−
ni (u

−
i − ubi + 1

2 <di=) + ubi<ti=)] dS
(59)

Here �1 and �2 are free parameters. This generalizes a form proposed by Fraeijs de Veubeke in
1974 [15]. The special case in which �1 = 1

2 ; �2 = 0; <ui==0 and <ti==0 results in

�(ui; ti)=
∫
@
b

ti(u+i − u−i ) dS (60)

which with the notational change ti→ �bi becomes the �� of the method of global Lagrange
multipliers introduced in Section 3.5. Setting �1 = �2 = 0 together with <ui==0 and <ti==0
results in

�(ui; �ni; ubi)=
∫
@
b

[�+ni(u
+
i − ubi) + �−ni (u−i − ubi)] dS (61)

which with the notational change �+ni→ �+li and �
−
ni → �−li becomes the �u of the method of localized

Lagrange multipliers introduced in Section 3.2.
While an actual displacement jump is uncommon (aside from contact, impact and crack propaga-

tion problems), traction jumps can occur on physical interfaces, such as joints, subject to interface
loads or wave propagation. This extension of partitioned analysis is under investigation.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a continuum-based variational formulation for the partitioned analysis of linear
structural systems. The varied �elds are the deformational and rigid-body displacements of each
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Figure 7. Multilevel=hierarchical use of variational principles. The variational principle(s) used for development of individual
elements may be di�erent from that used for partitions that groups such elements. This strategy is generally inevitable if

a partition contain di�erent element types

partition, the global displacements of partition frames, and localized Lagrange multipliers that
enforce interface displacement compatibility.
The most important ingredients of the variational formulation are: the use of localized Lagrange

multiplier �elds, and the decomposition of the substructural displacements into deformational and
rigid body. The latter is instrumental in providing separate equilibrium equations for each partition
viewed as a rigid body and as a exible body. This separation is important in implementing
accurate dynamic time-stepping solvers as well as handling oating subdomains. The multiplier
localization simpli�es the treatment of non-matching mesh interfaces, as well as that of cross points
in matched interfaces.
The discrete equations were obtained using the potential energy canonical functional for the inter-

nal �elds. This was done for expediency since the paper focuses on the treatment of the interfaces.
Nothing prohibits the use of internal functionals with independently varied stress and/or strain
�elds, such as the Hu–Washizu or Hellinger–Reissner principles or, more generally, parametrized
variational forms [11; 45].
In practice, however, the application of variational principles to partitioned analysis is best

viewed in a multilevel=hierarchical framework. This is illustrated in Figure 7. The variational
principle(s) used to develop individual elements need not be the same as that used to link up the
partitions, as long as they produce elements with the standard displacement degrees of freedom.
In fact the key ingredient for the partition-level principle is the interface potential rather than the
interior functional. Two advantages of this approach should be noted:

(a) If partitions combine distinct elements types, it is likely that they come from di�erent vari-
ational formulations. Hence a multilevel strategy is inevitable.

(b) It simpli�es the use of element matrices from existing FEM libraries. In the case of models
assembled from commercial software, the element formulation basis is often unknown. Cou-
pling techniques that do not require such information are obviously preferable from the
standpoint of modularity. As noted in the Introduction, partitioned analysis should ideally
focus on modelling the interaction separately from the components.
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The question of how to select interface interpolation functions to maintain rank su�ciency and
consistency (the latter being veri�able by interface patch tests) remains a topic of current research.
Two related topics are addressed in separate papers. If the deformational displacement �eld is

transformed into strains, the resulting equations have been found attractive for system identi�cation,
damage detection and localized vibration control, which collectively form a set of important inverse
problems. These topics have been covered by Park et al. [36], Park and Kim [38] and Park and
Reich [46; 47]. An extension of the present variational principle to interaction of exible structures
with an internal acoustic uid has been developed by Park et al. [48].
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